This article ponders the possibilities existing for legal re-understandings of vulnerability and adopts the International Law Commission's Draft Articles on the Protection of Persons in the Event of Disasters (2016) as its principal discursive context. Despite some promise and potential, the draft Articles retreated to conservative understandings of disaster-vulnerability and missed an opportunity for a sophisticated formulation. This article argues for disaster law's engagement with contemporary social science research. The work of critical geographers, historians and anthropologists in political ecology is particularly apposite. By rejecting geophysical outlooks in favour of structuralist understandings of disaster vulnerability, such research facilitates consideration of inter-related histories and the role of economics in producing disaster-vulnerability. This article argues that such perspectives allow for reconsideration of current legal understandings regarding disaster-vulnerability (particularly in relation to international cooperation and risk and reduction) and thereby offer some promise for enriching disaster law's comprehensiveness and relevance.
INTRODUCTION
Vulnerability and its contexts are the central preoccupations of this article. As with any broad term like 'dignity', 2 'decency' 3 or 'duty', 4 conceptualisations of 'vulnerability' and their application have undergone multiple deployments and transformations. 5 Invocations of vulnerability in the disaster discourse must therefore be handled carefully. 6 Used adjectivally in English, 'vulnerable' refers to a subject or situation that finds its own defence difficult. It suggests exposure and a susceptibility to being wounded, harmed, open to attack, exploited, criticised or tempted. Such disadvantage carries overtones of weakness, dependency, infirmity and burden. Indeed, during the Cold War, the parlance and very idea of vulnerability permeated debates regarding the risks of nuclear proliferation and disarmament. 7 Just as with phrases such as 'extreme poverty', 8 the tendency to adjectivise harm, particularly in the field of law and security, finds expression in terms like 'particularly vulnerable', 9 'intensifying precarity', 10 'escalating tension', 'heightened threat', 'multiplying hazards', 'increasing menace', 'proliferating risks', 'widening exposure', 'extreme peril', and 'real and present danger'. As well as illustrating the cumulative, snowballing nature of risk-exposure, the use of this phraseology also highlights vulnerability's kinetic and deluging potential. Vulnerability is rarely a static state. 1 In contrast to 'vulnerable', the noun 'solidarity' describes a community of responsibilities and interests, and there is a regular lexical and conceptual relationship between the two terms. The current UN Secretary-General upon his nomination by the UN Security Council in October 2016, pledged to show 'the humility that is needed to serve especially those that are most vulnerable,' in particular victims of conflict, terrorism, human rights violations and poverty. 11 Thus, in its challenges to full self-actualisation, its strong implications of passivity and its inhibition of the dominant Liberal ideal of autonomy, 12 vulnerability is traditionally viewed as a negative state and one which, by engaging notions of affinity, concerns the international community.
This article analyses law's potential to address vulnerability in the disaster context. It argues that in reality vulnerability is conceptually complex, encompassing vulnerable States, vulnerable communities within States and vulnerable individuals within communities. However, it is equally clear that vulnerability is politically constructed and contestable. The article particularly focuses on the recently completed International Law Commission Draft Articles on the Protection of Persons in the Event of Disasters (2016) . 13 These draft Articles arose from concerns in the UN General Assembly about the plight of disaster-stricken communities 14 and, as draft Article 3 makes clear, the ILC Draft Articles focus on a …calamitous event or series of events resulting in widespread loss of life, great human suffering and distress, mass displacement, or large-scale material or environmental damage, thereby seriously disrupting the functioning of society…. The ILC's task was to codify and streamline the notorious disorganisation prevailing in the field of disaster regulation, 15 which was considered a key factor hampering the work of aid actors leading to inefficient delivery of international assistance. The draft Articles that were ultimately produced built on the existing dominant legal frameworks of international humanitarian law, human rights law and environmental law and large amounts of soft law. The UN General Assembly 16 has taken note of the draft Articles and has invited Governments to submit comments concerning the ILC's recommendation for the creation of a convention. While the project's Special Rapporteur Eduardo Valencia Ospina favoured the conclusion of a treaty, a willingness of states to participate in such a formalistic venture is unclear. At the moment, despite much of the material codifying customary international law, the current standing of the draft Articles, as a collective instrument, is as a set of non-binding guidelines. The ILC hoped that this (potentially interim) status would allow for prompt and wide adoption by relevant actors. 17 The ILC was not simply engaged in the mechanics of disaster law. As well as directing that States should remove obstacles to the expeditious and targeted delivery of assistance (such as waiving the usual visa and customs requirements) the ILC project also considered deeper questions which raise profound questions about sovereignty such as those regarding international duties of cooperation and restrictions on disaster-affected States' rights to refuse aid,. It enquired into the imperatives that drive international disaster assistance including notions of common humanity, universal values and what might be said to define the international community. 18 Interestingly, for the purposes of this paper, the draft Articles offered proclamations of solidarity and repeated invocations of concern regarding vulnerable populations. The space and opportunity thus arose for re-thinking what vulnerability means in international law, its application to disaster-affected populations generally and how notions of the 'most vulnerable' might be addressed meaningfully and creatively. However, the final instrument, despite some innovative and thoughtful inclusions, was ultimately disappointing in its attempts to approach vulnerability in a complex way. Undoubtedly the ILC's hand was restrained by the conservative nature of wider international law and hesitant approaches of States and international organisations. Nevertheless, the draft Articles' proclaimed ideology of cosmopolitan solidarity could not be fulfilled because they displayed little apparent recognition of the deep-rooted and structural nature of the diverse vulnerabilities blighting many disasteraffected populations. No space was created to take account of historical contexts, political decisions and social structures that have produced, often cumulatively, the systemic disadvantage facing some communities. The utility of the ILC's ultimately rather conservative, rhetorical invocation of vulnerability is therefore doubtful.
Vulnerability ought to be understood as more than a simple taxonomy of conditions or indicators of frailty located in particular individuals, groups or States. It should instead be recognised as a social and political product which is more than an historical phenomenon. It endures as a result of ongoing contemporary power imbalances, which themselves highlight the relational dimension to the condition of vulnerability. As will be seen from the critique of their terms, despite the ILC project's initial ambition, the draft Articles resist a more aspirational understanding of vulnerability. Consequently, the pre-eminence of certain institutions remains unquestioned, the responsibility of disaster-affected States is continually foregrounded and culturally situated notions of risk (both in terms of its creation and avoidance) are fortified.
This article ponders the possibilities existing for a deeper legal re-understanding of vulnerability in the disaster context. It argues that, via engagement with particular social science research, legal texts that more comprehensively address the plight of disastervulnerable populations, are possible. The approaches of critical geographers, historians and anthropologists who dispute the human/nature dichotomy and stress the analytical value of political ecology are of particular interest. By emphasising disasters less as geophysical events and more as 'the function of ongoing social orders as they overlie physical environments', 19 political ecology reveals that certain marginalised peoples are adversely incorporated into political, social and economic relationships that produce their vulnerability, while simultaneously creating relative security for others. As a mechanism of social control and a lingua franca of international relations, international law makes potential contributions to these relational dynamics of vulnerability. An increased self-awareness of law's capacity for situational framing and operational signposting (such as that embodied in the ILC draft Articles) is therefore essential. Multi-disciplinary perspectives offer a rich reservoir from 18 D. Kritsiotis, 'Imagining the International Community' (2002) 13(1) E.J.I. L. 961. 19 S. Hoffman and A. Oliver-Smith The Angry Earth (Routledge 1999) 6. which lawyers can draw (while maintaining disciplinary rigour) and thereby facilitate their development of more ambitious, relevant disaster law.
In terms of argument structure, this article initially reflects upon, and critiques, the ILC's approach in addressing the issue of vulnerability in the particular context of the legal provisions protecting persons in contemporary disasters, and subsequently ponders the possibilities for greater creativity in this endeavour in disaster law. It then broadens out its analysis by investigating general conceptualisations of vulnerability in disasters, and by discussing vulnerability's positioning as a legal category. This contextualisation and conceptualisation is then blended to illustrate the varying and stratified nature of disaster vulnerability. In particular, the article analyses the different experiences of two earthquakestruck States (Haiti and Chile in 2010), as well as the experience of different communities within individual disaster-stricken States. Conscious of the need for critical reflection, the analysis then engages with those detracting from contemporary social-science conceptualisations of vulnerability. Nevertheless, the article concludes that there is an enduring value in this particular theorisation of disaster law given its potential for building capacity that takes account of structurally-produced weaknesses.
I THE ILC ARTICLES AND VULNERABILITY
As the multiple instruments of varying authority testify, 20 international disaster law long eluded clarification and codification. 21 The multiplicity of relevant actors was also a muddling factor and further complications arose from disaster law's intersectional identity which, as noted, embraces the complex systems of human rights law, 22 environmental law and armed conflict law. 23 The ILC should therefore be commended for heeding the call for clearer regulation to streamline and structure a regulatory framework capable of expediting disaster assistance. 24 More pertinently, the ILC drafting project seems to have picked up on wider discussions regarding law's capacity to reduce vulnerability to disasters. 25 The ILC also explicitly adopts a rights-based approach 26 which draws on existing human rights law. In development and poverty reduction strategies, this approach specifically urges that inequalities, discriminatory 20 The 1986 Convention on Assistance in the case of a Nuclear Accident and the 1998 Tampere Convention. See the Special Rapporteur's Preliminary Report, on the pot pourri of relevant multilateral and bilateral agreements, material drafted by expert bodies such as the Red Cross, internal U.N. rules, regulations and resolutions (notably UNGA Res 46/182 of 1991), regional arrangements. See also resolutions of the UN General Assembly resolutions and political declarations. Preliminary Report, A/CN.4/598 (n 17) paras 33-35, 37 and ILC. Report Fifty-eighth Session, A/61/10 Annex C (n 14) paras 12-15. Key practices and unjust distributions of power be addressed. 27 At the very least, the ILC's invocation of the rights-based approach seems an acknowledgment of the need to analyse root causes and utilise a longer time-frame of analysis (rather than immediately preceding geographical events). 28 Ultimately, however, the rhetorical promise of the ILC draft Articles and their provisional detail produced a textual dissonance.
The ILC is free with its use of the term vulnerability in the draft Articles and their Commentaries, making 29 explicit references to the concept. Draft Article 2 anticipated the needs of particularly vulnerable people stating that
The purpose of the present draft articles is to facilitate the adequate and effective response to disasters and reduction of the risk of disasters, so as to meet the essential needs of the persons concerned, with full respect for their rights. Concerned persons include those directly affected by a disaster, (such as those displaced) and those indirectly affected (by, for example, loss of family members). More broadly, and more interestingly for this article's purpose, it would also cover those 'likely to be affected by a future disaster, a determination to be made at the national level based on an evaluation of the persons' exposure and vulnerability'. 29 This constructs vulnerability as being about risk and complements contemporary approaches favouring 'resilience strategies' and 'capacitybuilding'. 30 The Special Rapporteur's eschewal of charitable notions in favour of rights 31 found reflection in draft Article 4 which emphasises the need to respect and protect the inherent dignity of the human person, and draft Article 5 which stresses the need for respect and protection of the human rights of disaster-affected persons. The ILC did not list all applicable rights 32 but did highlight the right to life and the right to receive humanitarian assistance. Very interestingly, it noted that the rights of particularly vulnerable groups and the rights of communities to have a voice in the planning and execution of risk-reduction, response and recovery initiatives, and non-discrimination in obtaining durable solutions were of particular relevance. 33 Despite this being contained in Article 5's somewhat general content, this gave heart to those committed to the plight of the (variously defined) vulnerable.
UNICEF had already identified the crucial need to eliminate pre-existing inequality in order to realise human rights. 34 The use of human rights language (and recognition of particularly vulnerable groups) in combination with the rights-based approach, undoubtedly opened up the possibility of at least identifying the underpinning, systemic, causes of vulnerability, inequality and abuse. Further, the overtures towards the involvement of local vulnerable communities in risk-reduction, response and recovery initiatives was particularly interesting, given the potential for drawing upon indigenous adaptability practices (developed and enduring over millennia) in place of top-down technocratic, Northern, quick approaches. This was picked up in the Commentaries to draft Article 6 discussed below. 27 Draft Article 6 which outlines the guiding principles of humanity, 35 neutrality and impartiality 36 in any disaster response, also stresses the importance of non-discrimination while taking account of (and indeed prioritising 37 ) the needs of the particularly vulnerable. 38 Paragraph 7 of draft Article 6's Commentary states:
… non-discrimination is not to be taken as excluding the prospect of "positive discrimination" as appropriate. The phrase "while taking into account the needs of the particularly vulnerable" in draft article 6 reflects this position. The term "vulnerable" encompasses both groups and individuals. For this reason, the neutral expression "vulnerable" was preferred to either "vulnerable groups" or "vulnerable persons". The qualifier "particularly" was used in recognition of the fact that those affected by disaster are by definition vulnerable.
The Commentary noted that the phrase 'particularly vulnerable' reflected the landmark 2007 Guidelines of the International Federation of Red Cross Societies 39 , the resolution on humanitarian assistance adopted by the Institute of International Law, 40 and General Assembly resolution 69/135 of 12 December 2014,which requested: Member States, relevant humanitarian organizations of the United Nations system and other relevant humanitarian actors to ensure that all aspects of humanitarian response, including disaster preparedness and needs assessments, take into account the specific humanitarian needs and vulnerabilities of all components of the affected population, in particular girls, boys, women, older persons and persons with disabilities, including in the design and implementation of disaster risk reduction, humanitarian and recovery programming and post-humanitarian emergency reconstruction, and in this regard encourages efforts to ensure gender mainstreaming ... 41 The ILC Commentaries then explain that the ILC decided against the inclusion of a list of vulnerable groups within draft Article 6 in recognition of the relative nature of vulnerability. Fixed iterations of particularly vulnerable subgroups of individuals within disasteraffected/prone populations were less important than recognising that the principle of nondiscrimination includes the positive obligation to give specific attention to the needs of the particularly vulnerable.
The term 'particularly vulnerable' was thus left deliberately open-ended to include not only the categories of individuals usually associated with the concept, but also other possible individuals potentially finding themselves particularly vulnerable post-disaster, such as nonnationals. Although this was potentially simply an invitation to further generality, the ILC's recognition suggested an agile, contextually sensitive understanding of vulnerability which was nuanced and welcome. This sensitivity further extended to the ILC's urgings that vulnerable groups be engaged in the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation, and assistance provided in the event of a disaster, as well as in preparing for possible disasters. As noted, this had appeared in the Commentaries to draft Article 5 and as well as stressing the practical 35 ILC. Report Fifty-eighth Session A/61/10 Annex C, n.14 para 34, 478-480 '[h]uman suffering is to be addressed wherever it exists, and the dignity and rights of all victims should be respected and protected'. 36 Whereby provision of humanitarian assistance is based on needs assessment, A/61/10 Annex C (n 14) para 34, 478-480. 37 Draft Art 6 Commentary para 5 A/71/10 (n 13). See also, U.N. Doc. A/66/10, (n 15) 254. 38 Draft Art 6 Commentary para 5, A/71/10 (n 13). 39 importance of vulnerable group involvement, it also suggested an awareness of likely preexisting isolation from such decision-making processes. 42 Paragraph 9 of the Commentaries to draft Article 6 further honed in on the issue of gender vulnerabilities, noting that women and girls are often disproportionately affected and exposed to risks, including increased loss of life and livelihoods, and gender-based violence, during and after disasters. This cross-referenced the Hyogo Framework 43 and in particular invoked Article 19(d) of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030 as a fruitful strategy which more broadly notes that Disaster risk reduction requires an all-of-society engagement and partnership. It also requires empowerment and inclusive, accessible and non-discriminatory participation, paying special attention to people disproportionately affected by disasters, especially the poorest. 44 Specific reference is also made to the importance of a 'gender, age, disability and cultural perspective in all policies and practices' and that 'special attention should be paid to the improvement of organized voluntary work of citizens'. All of this seemed very hopeful as regards a dynamic approach to vulnerability. This twin-pronged imperative of addressing gender vulnerability post-disaster 45 and reducing the vulnerability to, or likelihood of becoming, a disaster-prone population (producing intense vulnerability for some sections) casts vulnerability in this context as a matter of both discrimination and risk-assessment. This leads on nicely to draft Article 9 and its commentary which also addresses vulnerability in terms of risk.
Draft Article 9 notes the obligations of States to reduce disaster risks via appropriate measures, including through legislation and regulation, to prevent, mitigate, and prepare for disasters. 46 Paragraph 2 of the draft Article iterates the conduct of risk assessments, the collection and dissemination of risk and past loss information, and the installation and operation of early warning systems as exemplars. The commentary 47 notes the growing recognition of a legal obligation to prevent and reduce of the risk of disaster, encompassing risk assessments, the establishment of early warning systems, and the right to access risk information. 48 This seeks to achieve a substantial reduction of disaster risk and losses in lives, livelihoods and health, and in the economic, physical, social, cultural and environmental assets of societies generally, and to strengthen resilience. By invoking the Sendai Framework, the ILC commentary stresses the importance of a multifaceted approach, specifically cites the crucial role of structural measures and makes reference to integrated and inclusive cultural approaches. Again, such cross-references heartened actors wishing to operationalise initiatives which move beyond symptomatic approaches. However, although the Framework offered 42 Draft Art 5 Commentary para. 8, A/71/10 (n 13). 43 benefits to the ILC (which could not credibly have ignored its terms given its reflection in regional, multilateral and bilateral disaster risk/reduction agreements and national programmes 49 ) it also had a restricting influence in that the Framework actually nudged the draft Articles' approach to operationalisation in an orthodox direction. This is evident in the measures iterated in paragraph 2 of draft Article 9 which reflect the Sendai Framework. 50 Paragraph 3 of draft Article 9's commentary 51 also references the particular term of the Sendai framework which stresses that Each State has the primary responsibility to prevent and reduce disaster risk, including through international, regional, subregional, transboundary and bilateral cooperation. The reduction of disaster risk is a common concern for all States and the extent to which developing countries are able to effectively enhance and implement national disaster risk reduction policies and measures in the context of their respective circumstances and capabilities can be further enhanced through the provision of sustainable international cooperation. 52 By stressing the dispersal of disaster-risk reduction responsibilities, criticisms that Draft Article 9's perspective is harsh as regards the responsibilities of disaster-vulnerable States might be stifled. The Sendai Framework's urgings that capacity-building responsibilities can be enhanced by actors within the wider international community might even suggest a recognition of relational vulnerabilities. However, the credibility of this position is disputable. First, the phraseology suggests the 'discovery' of incapable States rather than their production. Secondly, the Framework notes these States are viewed as hazards not just towards their own people but for the wider international community -indeed this risk towards others is textually prioritised over capacity-building. Finally, Sendai's terminology clearly leaves open the possibility for 'remedial' approaches towards disaster-affected States without any acknowledgement of potentially useful and informative local or indigenous practices. Thus, not only are contextualised adaptation practices not favoured, there is not even an allusion to them. This lack of imagination persists in subsequent commentaries to draft Article 9. Paragraph 15 continues that the state obligation … "to prevent, mitigate, and prepare for disasters", serves to describe the purpose of the "appropriate" measures that States are to take during the pre-disaster phase to address exposure, vulnerability and the characteristics of a hazard, with the ultimate goal of reducing disaster risk. …. Thus, between draft Articles 6 and 9 there is a shift from recognising the plight of vulnerable communities in broad terms to a far narrower series of scientific and technical options. The discourse of addressing vulnerability shifts to one of risk, and emphasises national responsibilities. Whilst it might be argued that the national focus is alleviated by the duty to co-operate outlined in draft Article 7, 53 this duty has also been critiqued as focusing on duties of disaster-affected States rather than external actors. 54 Further, draft Article 8, which outlines forms of co-operation, focuses on a post-disaster scenario and stresses technical and logistical 49 Draft Art 9 Commentary, paras 5 and 6, A/71/10 (n 13). 50 Ibid para 17. 51 Ibid para 3. 52 Sendai Framework (n 44) para 19(a). 53 assistance. 55 Thus, there is no place for social scientific enquiry. The responsibility of a disaster-vulnerable State is stressed, and forms of co-operation for external actors are firmly located post-disaster and narrow in form.
As noted, draft Article 9 stresses the importance of disaster-preparedness and corresponding State obligations. Paragraph 18 of its commentaries outlines structural and nonstructural measures including community-level preparedness and education; the establishment of disaster risk governance frameworks; contingency planning; setting-up of monitoring mechanisms; land-use controls; construction standards; ecosystems management; drainage systems; social safety-nets addressing vulnerability and resilience; risk disclosure; riskinformed investments; and insurance. Although these represent responses to circumstances commonly understood to increase a population's vulnerability, 56 they also show the draft Articles adopting traditional 'diagnosis' and 'corrective' approaches in characterising and addressing vulnerability. As well as foregrounding the agency of disaster-exposed states they narrowly characterise how vulnerability manifests itself.
This spotlighting represents a practice-based analysis of vulnerability, suggests technocratic and administrative solutions, and sidesteps consideration of the underlying context or causes of those practices. Practices of poor investment or corruption are not organic phenomena: they are, rather, political and social products which tend to result from the actions, over time, of both internal and external actors. Further, the remedial routes proposed make no mention of traditional adaptation or natural resource management practices. They do, however, privilege approaches prevailing in Global North industrialised societies. Although the suggestions itemised in draft Article 9's Commentaries may be open to capturing local, ancestral approaches, they may not in fact do so. Such doubtfulness unfortunately, and probably unintentionally, lends a remote, reformative tone to the draft Articles which potentially alienates intended audiences 57 -a general problem bedevilling international law. 58 It also fails to displace notions that catastrophes are also social disasters which reveal societal choices and the prioritisation of some interests and lives over others. 59 The final commentaries to draft Article 9 offer a mixed bag of comfort to those seeking a more thoughtful perspective on vulnerability. Risk assessments which compel a closer look at local realities and local community engagement are stressed. These are considered indispensable to effective understandings of circumstances, factors and characteristics of disasters and appropriate responses. The collection and dissemination of information concerning risk and past loss is also highlighted as crucial on the basis that free availability of such information allows for stakeholder responsibility and 'informed determination of priorities for planning and investment purposes' as well as enhancing transparency in transactions and public scrutiny and control. So, although there is attention given to the issue of grass-roots information and local, vulnerable community engagement, the entirety of draft Article 9 sees these approaches through a technological lens where the emphasis is on local agency rather than informed international co-operation and responsibility. 55 Such as humanitarian assistance, coordination of international relief actions and communications, and making available relief personnel, equipment and goods, and scientific, medical and technical resources. See also draft Art 16 regarding an affected State's duties to protect of relief personnel, equipment and goods. 56 It is submitted, that an effective disaster or risk mitigation strategy needs to take account of the reality that for some States and communities, events, including historical ones, accumulate and produce complex, volatile vulnerabilities -just as they produce and embed strengths for other States. Disaster law is newly emerging and the ILC project offered an opportunity for innovative approaches. There was scope for formally acknowledging obligations to consult with indigenous communities regarding adaptation practices. Nuanced thinking about what a 'marginalised' community looks like could have been pondered (and possibly accompanied by international obligations of affirmative co-operation). A re-thinking of what international co-operation looks like in a disaster context was also possible. Reorienting differentiated duties of external actors to offer assistance in mitigation measures and disaster assistance (particularly as regards relationships between former empires and colonial peoples) could have been an option. The possibility for drafting a legal instrument that moved beyond a one-size-fits-all managerial, scientific approach, and the terms of which might allow space for acknowledging how historical, social, cultural and political contingencies conspire to produce vulnerabilities and apparent lack of resilience, was exciting. However, the tentative overtures towards such innovation disappeared almost immediately and the orthodox approach was reinforced. Nevertheless, there remains potential for pursuing new approaches.
II VULNERABILITY IN DISASTERS
In the disaster context, vulnerability may be framed in different ways. For example, certain States are considered more vulnerable than others due to their geography, their poverty or their political systems. Respective examples are as follows. The earthquake that devastated Nepal in 2015, killing more than 8,000 people, led to scientific studies suggesting a regional fault line's kink had created a sub-surface ramp thereby raising the height of the mountains. 60 The discourse following the 2010 earthquake in Haiti widely attributed the utterly catastrophic effects as being intensified by Haiti's pre-existing poverty. After Cyclone Nargis struck in 2008, 61 the military regime in Myanmar was accused of aggravating the population's suffering through its autocratic suspicions towards international assistance. Very often a mixture of such factors is blamed. For example mismanagement, limited financial resources, lack of skills and corruption are identified as aggravating factors in disasters, as seen in the case of Indonesia's disaster-prone history. 62 A particularly unpleasant discourse blames Africa's weak governments and economies, famines and disease on its post-1960 leadership without acknowledging how 'the fragility of contemporary Africa is a direct consequence of two centuries of slaving, followed by another of colonial despotism'. 63 Within States, further stratification of vulnerability occurs with certain communities appearing more exposed than others. 64 In the Concluding Observations on the third periodic report of Japan, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (UNCESCR) noted the complexity of relief response to the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and tsunami, and the Fukushima nuclear accident, but at the same time it expressed concern that the specific needs of disadvantaged and vulnerable groups, such as older persons, persons with disabilities, and women and children, were not sufficiently met either during the evacuation or in the rehabilitation and reconstruction efforts: this raised concerns as to whether there had been full observance of Articles 11, 2(2) International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). 65 The UNCESCR's taxonomic articulation of vulnerabilities reflects law's traditional approach which considers certain situations or personal categories as deserving special attention and protection 66 given past and ongoing prejudice and disadvantage. For example, in disasters, discrimination in relation to food-access is problematic, 67 and despite severe resource constraints, particularly vulnerable groups within beleaguered populations 68 may need 'priority consideration', in accessing food. 69 Vulnerable categories might include inter alia gender, race, age 70 and disability. 71 However, notwithstanding the increased proliferation of such groupings (and the awareness of inter-twined and cumulative disadvantage via intersectionality studies), there are certain situations or identities of precarity which often elude law's easy reach. Poverty and post-colonialism, for example, are often addressed in an indirect fashion (if at all). It is thus unsurprising that law has seriously struggled to cope with more multi-dimensional and multi-layered versions of vulnerability such as were highlighted not only in Haiti in 2010, but also for example, in the 2005 aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, 72 when the marginalisation and multiple disadvantages faced by African-American communities in the Louisiana area attracted national and international concern. Despite these traditional shortcomings of legal approaches to the rights of disaster-stricken peoples, some hopes were raised by the recommendation in 2006 for a disaster-focussed research project to be entered onto the agenda of the ILC. 73 The draft Articles' preamble states that the project was mindful of the fundamental value of solidarity in international relations and the importance of strengthening international cooperation in respect of all phases of a disaster. The project's conceptual framework was thus established and the Special Rapporteur readily drew on extracts from the writings of Emer de Vattel 74 to highlight the plight of disaster-stricken peoples and the imperative to offer them assistance.
The underlying principles in the protection of persons in the event of disasters are those of solidarity and cooperation, both among nations and among individual human beings. It is in 65 the solidarity inspired by human suffering that the Commission's mandate finds telos, as an expression of our common heritage in a global context. 75 [emphasis added] Thus, the project's apparent raison d'être was to heed the needs of the most vulnerable disaster populations. Indeed, as noted earlier, draft Article 2 stressed the project's focus of facilitating adequate and effective responses to disasters and disaster risk-reduction, so as to meet the essential needs of the persons concerned, and indicated in its commentary that the rights of particularly vulnerable groups would have special protection and assistance. 76 Vattel's expression of solidarity pre-supposed vulnerability. In the 18 th century famine represented a clear case of vulnerability while solidarity equalled external assistance. 77 It is entirely plausible that Vattel's writings in 1758 78 were influenced by the international assistance offered in the wake of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake and tsunami. 79 In any event, in 2006 the way opened for the ILC to develop its own 21 st Century understanding of vulnerability. That this offered an opportunity for a dynamic and progressive conceptualisation which could take account of a longer, historical view and achieve a deeper analysis and recognition of embedded inequality, and the root causes of marginalisation and social vulnerability, 80 was appealing. A move away from a scientific, physicalist approach to disasters (discussed subsequently) towards a more richly nuanced and sensitive social-scientific analysis seemed possible However, the ILC project was disappointing. For one thing, Vattelian notions of uncritical, unconditional aid-provision were not forthcoming. States clearly expressed a position not only that there was no duty for external States to provide, or even offer, aid to disaster-stricken States and but indeed that such a duty's development would be unwelcome. 81 This position was reflected in draft Article 12. The ILC also conceptually entwined solidarity and reciprocity by cross-referencing disaster-assistance, duties of cooperation 82 and duties of disaster-struck territories not to refuse aid arbitrarily. 83 This could have conveyed the ILC's stance in solidarity with vulnerable disaster-struck populations, rather than their (sometimes negligent/oppressive) home States. However, the draft Articles noted that their particular focus was on the relevant rights and obligations of States in relation to one another, with the rights and obligations of States in relation to persons in need of protection being contemplated only 'in general terms'. 84 Indeed, draft Article 12 simply itemised the possibility for external actors to offer assistance (at their own initiative). This crumbling of the edifice of solidarity inevitably signalled a co-extensive diminution in the conceptual power and potential of 'vulnerability'.
Of course, the Draft Articles alone could not tackle massive issues of ingrained disadvantage, colonialism and the global inequalities between States. However, it is worth recapping on Draft Article 2's claims and questioning how effective disaster responses are facilitated and risks reduced without at least acknowledging histories and directing decision-makers towards addressing the systematic nature of community vulnerability. Failing to do so somewhat challenges 'new governance' strategies 85 which stress local participation. 86 It perpetuates flawed disaster management practice and allows for business as usual. The following section illustrates how law has traditionally approached the question of vulnerability and the impact of that tradition upon disaster law. Thereafter it will be illustrated how unhelpful such orthodox approaches have been in facilitating a meaningful comparative analysis of different disaster incidents.
III VULNERABILITY AS A LEGAL CATEGORY
Vulnerability appears both as a category and a discourse in law, and the category's width is explained by the proliferation of affected groups thought to fall within it. Vulnerability's 'subcategories' could include discrimination (affecting for example lower caste members, refugees 87 , national and ethnic minorities, 88 migrant workers, 89 indigenous peoples, 90 and disease victims and orphans 91 ) criminalisation, by-products of elite malpractice (for example, war) and 'organic'/bad luck victims (such as natural disasters). Indeed international human rights law and international humanitarian law (IHL) specifically identify the need to protect vulnerable populations such as children, nursing mothers, victims of sexual/gender violence, 92 the elderly and the disabled. However, despite beneficent intentions, compartmentalising and 'snapshotting' vulnerability avoids systematic analysis. The application of IHL principles to disasters illustrates this folly. guard against civilian starvation. Rule 55 of the ICRC IHL Customary Study articulates, as a customary norm, that in both international and non-international armed conflicts, parties to the conflict must allow and facilitate rapid and unimpeded passage of humanitarian relief for civilians in need, which is impartial in character and conducted without any adverse distinction. 93 In particular, national Red Cross and other relief societies should 'be able to pursue their activities' without obstruction or interference. 94 Under Article 59 of Geneva Convention IV, if an occupied territory is 'inadequately supplied,' the Occupying Power shall agree to relief schemes, facilitating them 'by all the means at its disposal'. Principle 3 of the 1993 San Remo Guiding Principles on the Right to Humanitarian Assistance 95 states that a right to humanitarian assistance may be invoked when essential humanitarian needs in emergencies are unmet, and their abandonment threatens human life or gravely offends human dignity. 96 IHL rules exerted considerable influence on the ILC project and the Special Rapporteur saw the principle of humanity acting as a meeting point between international humanitarian law and international human rights law. As an expression of general values, it guides international legal regulation overall.
Given its virtuous tone, the allure of IHL's key principle of humanity is almost irresistible. However, its invocation in the disaster context is not unproblematic. First, as noted elsewhere 97 in international armed conflict sovereignty has already been ruptured, which is not necessarily the case in disasters. Secondly, there is a ratione temporis to IHL's application -it lasts as long as the conflict lasts. 98 Once over, this particular application of 'vulnerability law' terminates. In a peacetime disaster context, vulnerability is a much more elusive and contested concept and part of a much longer time-frame, particularly when multiple disasters stockpile to compound a population's vulnerability. 99 Arguably, IHL assisted only with certain aspects of the ILC project's drafting, notably regarding the duty not to refuse aid arbitrarily (which has been critiqued 100 ). IHL also limits understandings of vulnerability by focussing on immediacy. It thereby sets up narrow expectations such as the relief of immediate starvation and poor sanitation, favouring triage over more holistic measures which address and remedy embedded vulnerabilities. The bigger issue of structural inequality of communities is seemingly left aside despite its importance. This is illustrated in the following section. 
IV DISASTERS, VARYING VULNERABILITIES AND HISTORY
Rights to life, 101 food, health/medical services, water supplies, adequate housing, clothing and sanitation, and protection from discrimination are jeopardised in disasters. 102 However, when disaster strikes, it is intuitively perceived as Nature's great leveller. The 2004 Indian Ocean Boxing Day tsunami is a paradigm case illustrating harm to both rich and poor. The 2011 Great East Japan earthquake/tsunami 103 , the 2011 Christchurch earthquake, the 2009 and 2016 earthquakes in the Italian towns of L'Aquila and Amatrice, and the regular concerns regarding instances of flooding in the UK, all testify to the territorial precariousness of even the most wealthy, developed States. Globalisation's advent and increased notions of inter-dependence have also intensified impressions of mutual vulnerability. 104 Some thinkers have suggested reconsidering vulnerability less as a state of precarity and more as an inevitability for all. 105 In the international context, this perspective potentially offers an escape portal from the hegemony suggested by 'invulnerability'. Disasters certainly strike irrespective of the socio-economic profile of a country and can have devastating effects. However, undoubtedly, populations enduring pre-existing hardships are more susceptible to increased harm in disasters 106 than are more privileged populations. This may be illustrated by comparing the 2010 earthquakes in Chile and Haiti.
A. 2010 Earthquakes
On February 2010, at 03.34am, an earthquake with a magnitude of 8.8, occurred off the coast of central Chile. 107 Approximately 521 fatalities were confirmed, with 56 people missing, presumed dead, in the tsunami that followed. Several factors were identified as potentially contributing overall to the low casualty rate and rapid recovery. A strong building code was comprehensively enforced. Legal provisions held building owners accountable for losses in buildings they built for 10 years. The American Red Cross noted that the limited number of fires after the earthquake may have been due to the early shutdown of the electricity grid. Coordinated, local emergency responses were very effective and emergency management, fire, and police were empowered to respond without communication with the capital. Finally, the overall high levels of population knowledge about earthquakes and tsunamis were considered to have aided post-event responses. 108 One month before the Chilean incident, Haiti endured an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.3. Death toll estimates varied anywhere from 220,000 to 316,000. Approximately 1.5 million people were initially displaced, 109 and about 500,000 remained homeless in 2014. 110 Even before the earthquake, Haiti was one of the poorest countries in the world and the poorest in the Western hemisphere. It ranked 145 out of 169 countries in the UN Human Development Index (Chile ranked 45 th in the 2010 rankings 111 ). Over 70 per cent of the population was living below the poverty line 112 with 54 per cent in abject poverty. Two-fifths of all Haitians were subsistence farmers. 113 86 per cent of people in the capital city of Port-au-Prince were living in slum conditions -mostly tightly-packed, poorly-built, concrete buildings. 114 Despite being built upon a major fault line, Haiti had no building codes. Nearly 300,000 homes were badly damaged or destroyed. The earthquake struck near Port-au-Prince, destroying many of the most important government buildings, hospitals and roads, and laying waste to Haiti's infrastructure. Haiti also endured a cholera outbreak, in October 2010 115 and was hit by two further hurricanes in 2011. Although the cholera outbreak was introduced by UN peacekeepers, its impact was intensified by pre-existing damage to infrastructure, sanitation and health occasioned by the January 2010 calamity which created a 'favourable circumstance' for an epidemic. 116 Haiti highlights how vulnerability becomes predictable and increasingly likely over time for certain groups. This displaces the notion of disasters producing indiscriminate harm and highlights how certain marginalised groups are disproportionately and differentially vulnerable 117 due to 'pre-existing systems of stratification', with the environment being revealed as a politicized landscape. 118 Thus, a trajectory of vulnerability emerges which operates in a fashion not unlike that of compound interest. Once vulnerability is concretised into catastrophe, further catastrophe becomes more likely. This phenomenon of intensifying vulnerabilities would have seemed an obvious one for the draft Articles to have investigated.
B.Stratified Vulnerability
The examples of Chile and Haiti highlight how similar disasters have varying impacts upon different States, but the same is true within disaster-struck populations themselves. For example, in 2006, the UN Human Rights Committee, in its Concluding Observations on the second and third US periodic reports, referenced the events of Hurricane Katrina. 119 It expressed specific concern that poor people, and in particular African-Americans, were disadvantaged by the rescue and evacuation plans, and endured continuing disadvantage under reconstruction plans. 120 In acknowledging deep-rooted, systemic disadvantage of African-Americans in the Louisiana area, the UNHRC thus acknowledged and urged the US to review of practices and policies in line with its obligations to protect life and to prohibit (direct and indirect) discrimination. 121 However, despite all of the foregoing examples, and the clear relevancy of pre-existing hardships to the intensity of a disaster's impact, the ILC Special Rapporteur very early on explicitly rejected any inquiry into a calamity's root cause. Rather than this responding to States' demands (which as noted focussed on averting obligations of external actors to offer/provide disaster aid, clarifying duties of cooperation and restricting disaster-struck States' aid-refusal 122 ) Valencia-Ospina argued instead that the need for protection arose from the disruption itself, not the originating causal phenomena. 123 127 'If the 'root causes' discourse that has emerged within human rights circles reveals some aspects of the explanation for human rights abuse, … it can also conceal other aspects. In particular, … flaws have been illuminated at the level of law, procedure and policy. Yet these flaws have been made to seem like simple misunderstandings or oversights, deficiencies of leadership or accountability, or quirks of local history or culture. The idea that they may themselves be explicable with reference to some wider systemic context has been mostly removed from view. For all the insistence that human rights abuses and the vulnerabilities which expose people to them are man-made disasters, the drift of our analysis is that natural disaster is the model on which the explanatory effort is imaginatively constructed.' S Marks (n 6).
Amartya Sen 128 and Martha Nussbaum 129 respectively which has found favour among climate justice thinkers. This approach resonates with the fact that climate disasters fundamentally destroy and undermine capabilities unless vulnerability and exposure are reduced and resilience building is actively pursued. 130 The approach appeals because of its sense of procedural justice. Impartial and practical public reasoning could embrace the consequences of decisions taken about populations who are spatially and (given the inter-generational dimensions 131 ) temporally distant. The approach is especially concerned with capability failures which result from discrimination and marginalisation, and which in turn entrench social injustice and inequality. This article does not focus on the analytical framework of the capabilities approach, but the question that it poses -'what can this state/community/society do?' -chimes with a rethinking of what 'vulnerability' could be, because it too advocates a stepping away from an average or 'reasonable' standard towards a more nuanced, sensitive analysis of disaster prone/affected communities.
On a plain reading of the 2010 earthquake examples, Haiti's Government appeared to have been less vigilant than that of Chile in regard to its people's safety. It apparently tolerated corruption and is certainly less educationally and technologically developed. However, that analysis emphasises national agency and decision-making. It positions measures like building codes and civilian education as vaccination measures which it would be negligent to overlook. Indeed such measures reflect draft Article 9's calls for States to reduce disaster risks through the conduct of risk assessments, the collection and dissemination of risk and past loss information, and the installation and operation of early warning systems.
According to the ILC standards, Chile's 2010 performance regarding preventive and immediate post-disaster practices appears exemplary. However, Chile and Haiti have very different histories and politics, producing very different vulnerabilities. It is impossible to address and judge their situations fairly without acknowledging that. 132 While not solely an explanation of its poverty and vulnerability, Haiti's payment of an 'independence debt'/reparations to France of 150 million French Francs (then 10 times Haiti's annual income and in modern terms $21 billion dollars) should not be ignored. This required Haiti to borrow money from French and US banks. The loan only concluded in 1947 and, at the very least, deserves attention in assessing Haiti's vulnerability today. 133 Indeed, the Haitian government issued an official demand to France in 2004 for repayment of the independence debt, the President stressing that this 'grave injustice' hindered Haiti's development. 134 As Lyster notes, in developing countries, the capacity for disaster response depends on having the financial resources to engage in adaptation and disaster risk reduction activities. 135 It is a point worth emphasising, however self-evident.
As a separate point, France's refusal to consider repaying the independence debt, even after the 2010 catastrophe, stood in contrast to the World Bank and some other governments' 'forgiveness' of remaining parts of Haiti's debt 136 and, indeed, France's own willingness to write-off another loan with a balance of $77 million. As well as highlighting some important underlying factors of Haiti's vulnerability (which comprises, but is not solely about, poverty 137 ) this financial interaction between the two States illustrates the relational nature of vulnerability: one community's strength is produced or preserved at the cost of another community's exposure. 138 Appreciating intertwined histories may recast understandings regarding the duty of international cooperation currently articulated in draft Article 7 139 and the commentaries to draft Article 9 elaborating on disaster risk reduction obligations.
V DEVELOPING AND RE-THINKING DISASTER VULNERABILITY
In the disaster context, the dominant theoretical schools of thought regarding vulnerability long posited in opposition to each other were the 'physicalist' and 'structural' approaches. However, an analytical shift has appeared in the multi-disciplinary field of disaster studies. Such approaches are potentially rich resources for disaster law given their encounters with familiar struggles in turning away from an isolated (and isolating), episodic 140 perspective on disasters. Such inquiries have similarly sought to reveal both the unevenness of exposure and the fact that disasters (and disadvantage) are not naturally organic but are instead 'rooted in everyday life'. 141 As such, they would certainly have enhanced the drafting of relevant legal provisions and the credibility of disaster law.
Physicalism typically stressed physical environment and management perspectives, casting disasters as unavoidable, extreme geophysical events occurring in a nature independent of society. Vulnerability was located as 'a function of mainly biophysical and sometimes technological risk'. This paradigm assumed that scientific expertise and technological solutions are always the best options for predicting and preventing threats thereby reducing risk and vulnerability. It emphasises the pre-eminence of bureaucratically organised institutions that hire and pay specialised professionals. 142 Arguably, it potentially but problematically produces an elevated status for (mainly Western) experts, technology and knowledge, promotes a capitalistic worldview, focuses upon new manufactured risks in contemporary societies and encourages a widespread uncritical 136 A fund to which France contributed -http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2010/05/28/worldbank-announces-total-cancellation-of-haitis-debt. 137 'Poverty is defined by historical processes that deprive people of access to resources while vulnerability is signified by historical processes that deprive people of the means of coping with hazard without incurring damaging losses that leave them physically weak, economically impoverished, socially dependent, humiliated and psychologically harmed', G.Bankoff 'Rendering the World Unsafe: 'Vulnerability' as Western Discourse' (2001) 25(1) Disasters 19, 25 citing Chambers, 1989, 1. Vulnerability has since been helpfully categorised into six distinctive types: economic; technological; residual (lack of modernisation); delinquent (corruption, negligence); newly generated and total (general precarity) B. acceptance of orthodox science. 143 Physicality's sharpest critiques have suggested complicity between the 'conservative attitudes' of dominant national and international actors, and proposed solutions emanating from engineering firms based in the Global North. 144 Some have even suggested that such solutions create a false sense of security and actually compromise disaster risk reduction. 145 Nevertheless, despite clear concerns and challenges, the physicalist approach endures and arguably dominates the approach of governments, the UN and its agencies, and multilateral funding institutions.
The 2009 definition of vulnerability used by the UN Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) referred to 'The characteristics and circumstances of a community, system or asset that make it susceptible to the damaging effects of a hazard.' The definition's accompanying comment clarified that vulnerability comprised many aspects (including some familiar examples 146 ) but importantly it also stated that 'Vulnerability varies significantly within a community and over time.' 147 This appeared as a sensitive and nuanced characterisation which allowed for deeper inquiry into risk exposure. However, a desire to develop a set of indicators to measure global progress in the implementation of the aforementioned Sendai Framework resulted in the UN General Assembly establishing an open-ended intergovernmental expert working group. 148 Its report was duly adopted by the UNGA on February 2 nd , 2017. 149 The revised definition of vulnerability clearly reflects the Sendai definition 150 and now refers to …conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environmental factors or processes which increase the susceptibility of an individual, a community, assets or systems to the impacts of hazards. These influential definitions impact upon governmental decision-making. The leading critical geographer Ben Wisner is highly critical of the new UNISDR definition, which he considers a retrograde step given its capacity to both privilege and exclude certain domains of human life. 151 In particular, he takes issue with the terminology of 'community' and the general brevity of the new definition.
The reader is left assuming that this socio-spatial unit contains homogeneous people all vulnerable at the same time to the same degree. In 2009 this ambiguity was partly eliminated by the phrase, 'Vulnerability varies considerably within a community over time'. … it would have been more accurate to say, 'within a community and over time', flagging the reality that there are winners and losers in every situation and considerable differentiation among people in primary socio-spatial units.
As noted already, while physicalism arguably endures at the institutional level, structuralist approaches have dominated recent scholarship with a 'bumper crop' of historical research demolishing 'orientalist stereotypes of immutable poverty and overpopulation as the natural preconditions of the major nineteenth-century famines.' 152 The structural approach sought a more complex, deeper-rooted and people-centred perspective on disasters via the application of social scientific analysis. Without rejecting a scientific dimension, it took into account structural and historical factors which create societal inequalities and unequal distributions of vulnerability. Wisner is particularly influential in this discourse, 153 alongside the geomorphologist Kenneth Hewitt, whose book Interpretations of Calamity 154 stressed that it is 'the everyday social interactions and structures embedded in broader historical circumstances' and a natural hazard's particularities, that ultimately determine its nature, causes and consequences. 155 This influenced the theorisation of new models 156 focussing upon the processes of marginalisation and exclusion which produced vulnerability and possible disaster. Marginality might varyingly be geographical, political or social but it always explains the uneven apportionment of risk and stresses that vulnerability results from social systems. However, to avoid a rather one-dimensional focus on marginality, a multidimensional portrayal of disasters reflecting the 'totality of relationships' could be achieved by analysing the interrelationship between political, economic and social factors and environmental issues and changes, so-called 'political ecology' 157 to be discussed shortly.
Beyond his terminological anxieties regarding the UNISDR definition of vulnerability Wisner criticises the 'striking' absence of references to politics, 158 the role of power relations 159 or institutional failures. 160 . For Wisner, models of vulnerability are actually 'expanded definitions (sometimes taxonomies) that suggest, to various degrees of detail, the biophysical and social processes that combine to produce susceptibility to loss and harm, and obstacles to recovery.' 161 Unsurprisingly, he is drawn to work which suggests that vulnerability can be conceptualized at a series of increased degrees of complexity and scale 162 and to those who define vulnerability as encompassing 'long-term factors which affect the ability of a community to respond to events or which make it susceptible to calamities'. 163 In his own landmark work At Risk, Wisner posits what has become a key definition in the disaster discourse:
By vulnerability we mean the characteristics of a person or group and their situation that influence their capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the impact of a natural hazard (an extreme natural event or process). 164 This more socially constructed understanding of vulnerability makes space for investigating and explaining why someone or something is vulnerable. It may be possible to respond via the 'pressure and release' model, which suggests pressure is released through changes in institutions, structures of domination and improved access to resources. 165 It will be suggested below that it is not beyond a legal definition/ interpretation of vulnerability to capture these dynamics.
New developments do not necessarily imply revolution and there can be adaptation, rather than abandonment, of existing legal regimes. For example, innovative legal reconceptualisations of 'community interests' have not challenged traditional institutions and consequently, as such, these new concepts have actually been accepted by States. 166 The same creativity could be applied to the hallmark duty of international co-operation in draft Article 7 which might more clearly address relational responsibilities (both contemporary and historical). Similarly, a more innovative design of draft Article 9 which avoids heaping responsibilities on disaster-prone States as if they are identical to, and possess the same capacities as, each other, would represent some steps forward in the deeper and more meaningful conceptualisation of vulnerability. It might also potentially produce more effective disaster-reduction and coping strategies. An example of more dynamic legal perspectives is offered in the 2018 General Recommendation No. 37 issued by the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. This instrument recognises both the constructed nature of vulnerability and the possibilities of extending agency more meaningfully to so-called vulnerable groups when it states 6.As the higher vulnerability and exposure of women and girls to disaster risk and climate change are economically, socially and culturally constructed, they can be reduced. The level of vulnerability may vary according to the type of disaster and the geographical and sociocultural contexts.
7.The categorization of women and girls as passive "vulnerable groups" in need of protection from the impacts of disasters is a negative gender stereotype that fails to recognize the important contributions of women in the areas of disaster risk reduction, postdisaster management and climate change mitigation and adaptation strategies. Welldesigned disaster risk reduction and climate change initiatives that provide for the full and effective participation of women can advance substantive gender equality and the empowerment of women, while ensuring that sustainable development, disaster risk reduction and climate change objectives are achieved. It seems that shifts in conceptualisations of disaster-prone peoples are in the ether. Wider disaster law should seize this initiative.
VI PROBLEMATISING VULNERABILITY
Vulnerability and structural analyses exert a powerful draw upon those configuring disasters in a deeper, more complex way, and who understand disasters as representing the violence of the everyday for some communities. 167 Understandings of inter-related histories and the role of economics (which are inherent to political ecology) compare well against physicality's myopic one-dimensionalism. However, some have urged caution as regards the structural approach of vulnerability, reminding us that disasters are not entirely socially-constructed and there should always be an appreciation of the inter-relationship of social and geophysical causes. 168 Bearing this in mind, the suggestion of a 'nested and tele-connected approach', (discussed in the article's last substantive section) is compelling.
As a pejorative term, 'vulnerability' is as susceptible to ideological assault and elite appropriation as any other. 169 A secondary, and probably more fatal, critique of the structural approach is the charge that it represents simply another conceptual framing which simplistically and problematically characterises certain regions of the world as 'dangerous', with the danger now being one of hazard rather than disease or poverty. 170 This has implied troubling territories, societies or people in need of assistance (often externally provided). 171 Such operationalisation has been accused of more, or better, serving external interests rather than those ascribed the status of vulnerable.
The critical historian Gregory Bankoff who identifies as 'a non-western historian who adopts an inter-disciplinary approach that combines the social with the natural sciences, theoretical insights with historical perspectives', 172 has long critiqued notions of vulnerability in disaster discourse. 173 He charts the problematic discursive trajectory regarding these 'dangerous unfamiliar parts of the world' as beginning with 'Tropicality' (which rationalised colonialism and the Western medical 'cure'), continuing through to 'Development' (which sustained external aid) and currently culminating in 'Vulnerability' (which justifies the intervention of 'relief'). Such imaginative geography … establishes defenceless spaces with its pattern of frailties and absent protection … and spaces of vulnerability determined by lack of entitlement, enfranchisement and empowerment … these zones are often also denominated regions of misrule where a population's vulnerability [is] made worse by the operation of despotic or illegitimate governments. 174 For Bankoff, modern renditions of the 'danger tale' and characterisations of 'cure' are dominated by notions involving 'the transfer and application of Western expertise, … in the form of meteorological and seismic prediction, preventive and preparedness systems , and building and safety codes'. Thus, despite the apparent lexical and conceptual developments of 'vulnerability', if environment persists as the 'decisive quality in determining the condition of danger posed by this "other" world', then the historical and cultural geography of risk prevails and simultaneously terrifies the West. It justifies its intervention and leaves its discourse unchanged, thereby facilitating the construction of certain societies and peoples 'as weak, passive and pathetic'. 175 Further, despite vulnerability's good intent, and even with its less environmentally deterministic measure of gauging population risk-exposure, vulnerability cannot escape its detached and compartmentalising perspective. It still allows (in both social and natural science contexts)
Western governments to talk and act in international fora as if disaster, poverty, disease and the environment are entirely unrelated issues that need not be tackled concurrently but dealt with separately, according to a timetable largely determined by themselves. 176 Even at its worst, physicality was arguably an honest effort at framing of disasters, whereas structural vulnerability has been charged as an insidious method of passing responsibility to the less powerful, while cheaply managing and controlling the capacities of the 'previously-marginal-newly-empowered citizens'. 177 This disingenuous foregrounding of agency, in combination with solutions which rely on the (false) nature/culture dichotomy, 178 sidesteps perspectives which interrogate links between processes and outcomes 179 . The relational aspect of vulnerability's theorisation is highlighted by Western theory's inability to offer an uncompromising and radical self-critique. The world is thus changed in ways that maintain the interests of current beneficiaries. 180 As with tropicality and development, for Bankoff, since vulnerability emerges from knowledge systems 'formed with a dominant Western liberal consciousness', it inevitably reflects those values and principles. 181 Given all of the foregoing, any potential for the 'vulnerability lens' to appeal in the disaster context seems demolished. But it is not the last word.
VII THE ENDURING VALUE OF VULNERABILITY
Even Bankoff acknowledges that the conceptualisation of vulnerability is not valueless and has represented certain theoretical and methodological advances. Notably, it has allowed for the socio-economic, political and environmental contextualisation of disasters, and has provided a helpful guide for formulating hazard-preparedness and relief-provision approaches and policies. What is required is a re-think and self-conscious application of the concept employing notions of relational vulnerability and political ecology.
In its essence, 'vulnerability' denies the dismissal of root causes. Despite their dramatic manifestation, disasters lie along a 'continuum whose origins lie buried in the past and whose outcomes extend into the future'. 182 Failure to recognise this, and the adoption of onedimensional, formulaic constructions of disaster-processes, will inevitably compromise societal capacity to withstand a disaster and to recover. Disasters principally emerge from interactions between humans and the environment. As totalising 'moments of catharis', they often reveal societal disrespect for, and ignorance about, the environment and the lack of 'mutuality' in the relationship. 183 This disrespect is perhaps more a feature of modernity than of indigenous environmental stewardship practices. Notably neither the words 'steward' or 'stewardship' appear in the ILC draft Articles or their commentaries. Given legislative initiatives and the increasing wealth of scholarship embracing such notions, 184 this seems an oversight especially since such inquiries would yield an appreciation of the divergence in cultural perspectives regarding risk. As Ulrich Beck noted, the concept of risk is directly bound to the concept of reflexive modernization. 185 In Western control-oriented thinking, hazards and disasters are injurious aberrations to be prevented, tamed, corrected. As Stephens notes in reflecting upon the Hyogo and Sendai frameworks These measures do not truly face up to the reality of the Anthropocene, based as they are on an assumption that risk can be adequately mapped and understood and avoided. In this vision disaster risk is a matter of technical and technological challenge rather than an allencompassing threat. 186 The irony is that modern societies are increasingly preoccupied with debating, preventing and managing self-produced perils as seen in the cyclical deployment of risk-assessment exercises. This is not necessarily malignly intentioned but it is a situated perspective rooted in technocracy and remedial measures. There is apparently less acceptance of notions of the everpresence or embeddedness of hazards, threats and disasters, as if such acceptance would imply the abandonment of entire communities to terrible fates. international cooperation. This turning away from terror or pity towards respect could signal a re-imagining of resilience and a proper willingness to engage with indigenous environmental management practices long swept away in the eras of tropicality and developmentalism. 188 … perhaps too, people's behaviours and activities that may appear maladaptive and obscure to Western social scientists need to be reassessed in the context of the decision-making frameworks within which individuals operate and have come to terms with extreme situations in such an environment. Perhaps the whole notion of threat is so interwoven into the pattern of historical development and daily life that many aspects of culture perceived as distinctive have their origins, at least, partly in the need for collective action in the face of common dangers. 189 State engagement with such practices could chime with responsibilities to protect populations and prevent disasters. 190 Indeed UNESCO has established a widely available register of best practices on indigenous knowledge which includes examples and cases illustrating the use of this knowledge to develop cost-effective and sustainable survival strategies for poverty alleviation and income generation. These practices include indigenous land-use systems to encourage labour-sharing arrangements among farmers, using local knowledge to increase the fuel-efficiency of local stoves instead of replacing them, and using indigenous institutions in structural ways. Locally-based, traditional approaches to forecasting seasons and fitting cropping to changing seasonal variabilities are rich resources. 191 For example, preservation of traditional water harvesting methods in Sri Lanka include the traditional so called 'bethma' practices which combine reservoirs with temporary land redistribution and occasional field rotation. 192 In Niger, traditional planting pits are re-purposed as water collecting reservoirs, thereby imitating part of a soil improvement technology traditionally used in other parts of the country and in Burkina Faso. 193 Carefully documented case histories can focus on the ways that such knowledge has been adapted, applied, and disseminated and thereby provide excellent guidelines for policy making and planning new projects.
Writing recently, the critical geographer Christine Gibb also recognises the shortcomings in the structural vulnerability model as being ideological, overemphasising of human agency, resting upon a problematic reproduction of the nature-culture dualism and ultimately reproducing a damaging discourse of Western hegemony. For example, sometimes even when indigenous knowledge is invoked in academic debates in science, or humanities and social science, local expertise is too often being evaluated as data or evidence, rather than as knowledge or theory in its own right which might contribute different perspectives. 194 Gibb also recognises the tendency in disaster discourse towards treating symptoms rather than causes, and the resistance to addressing vulnerability's deep-rooted nature via serious political change. While the rhetoric of structural vulnerability was regularly deployed at major international summits in the 1990s and 2000s, … in the final version of summit declarations and documentation normalised beliefs prevailed with the erasure of any traces of the structural perspective and the reinstatement of its physicalist predecessor. 195 This feels extremely prescient in the context of the ILC draft Articles where much is made of the desire to stand in solidarity with disaster-affected or vulnerable populations, yet the draft Articles, despite some openings, ultimately follow a very conservative path. They ask very little of non-disaster-prone States, beyond broad obligations to internationally co-operate. They also show little understanding of the possible reasons for States' ostensible negligence regarding disaster prevention and mitigation planning, despite such shortcomings perhaps at least in part deriving from the actions of other States or indeed the initiatives of major international institutions. 196 Such objectification of disaster-prone States is notable in the increased drift towards interventionism (restricting the right to refuse aid in draft Article 13) which challenges traditional State sovereignty. This, however, is coupled with the resistance towards any duty to offer assistance (draft Article 12) which preserves and privileges the sovereignty of external actors including external States. This dual but contradictory approach seems to highlight the stereotyping of disaster-prone populations as problems to be managed, yet it countenances absolutely no responsibility on the part of external actors for historically and continually creating the political, economic and social conditions which have produced that vulnerability. It is this relational version of vulnerability which begs to be addressed in contemporary disaster law. As Christine Gibb notes, when applied to a political ecology approach that both studies the symptoms of vulnerability and tackles root causes, relational vulnerability offers new possibilities for minimising some of the non-fatal and fatal flaws of the structural vulnerability paradigm. Although an emphasis on the dynamic and relational character of vulnerability does not present easy or comfortable solutions, by situating disasters as a question of power, it offers scholars, practitioners and policy-makers a springboard for just and committed work. 197 Vulnerability's residual value is revealed by both its relational aspects and a 'nested and teleconnected' approach '…whereby nestedness reflects linkages to local history, social relations and place, and [teleconnectedness] emphasises the networking of local systems, people and places, and their social and economic implications'. 198 By thinking in terms of an enabled environment it may potentially even produce the best version of an enabling environment for disaster risk reduction 199 A revamped configuration of structural vulnerability is not a theoretical panacea in the disaster context. However, with some self-reflectiveness, the concept retains considerable promise. It creates scope for taking a long view of hazards and disasters. In its essence, it recognises notions of community marginalisation and uneven risk. Such sensitivity lends it agility and contextual awareness which are absent from the taxonomies of vulnerability contouring and dominating contemporary international human rights law. 'Vulnerability' can provide platforms for revisiting and revitalising traditional indigenous coping practices which were intentionally obscured in the colonial project. This article's argument is not a pastoralist fantasy that argues for technology's total rejection. Science can and should continue to play a major role in increasing understanding and choosing between options for disaster risk reduction and disaster response. However, equally, differences in environmental concepts and interests between local populations and technocrats should also be explicitly recognised. 200 In addition, investigating conceptualisations of vulnerability in the disaster field provides opportunities for developing subsequent theorisations of vulnerability more broadly, particularly regarding relational vulnerability. 201 In this way, it facilitates a more sophisticated understanding of international responsibility beyond its simple attribution to disaster-prone communities alone.
CONCLUSION
As the opening quotation from Ben Wisner notes, words matter and particular textualisations produce particular outcomes. Despite their potential, the ILC draft Articles ultimately shy away from an ambitious understanding of disaster-vulnerable communities. We are instead gently nudged towards uncritical adoption of the traditional scientific and administrative models of remedying vulnerability. Without engaging in fruitless debates regarding 'authentic' vulnerability, it is worth pondering to what extent pre-ordained cures tailor a malady's construction. It is submitted that although the ILC draft Articles ostensibly addressed 'vulnerability' in fact, this was documented in a way that facilitated and maintained a particular industrial and bureaucratic model excluding all other perspectives. From the perspective of the critical school in international law, the opportunity to revitalise certain key notions of interdependence and community in general, and in disaster law in particular, was missed.
International law is often compelled by public goods and community interests, how they affects inter-State relations and 'the special vulnerability of the public good'. Indeed Villalpando notes how scientific discoveries revealing the irreversible deterioration of natural resources have triggered efforts to preserve the world environment now and for the future. 202 However, awareness of the need to protect a public good often needs 'a great blaze' to appear, often in the form of disaster. The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami renewed interest in the protection of disaster-stricken persons 203 which was then bolstered by the debates regarding the potential applicability of the Responsibility to Protect doctrine in the context of the 2008 Cyclone Nargis in Myanmar. In his discussion of the reactive nature of the discipline, Villalpando interestingly suggests that sometimes key actors in international law can be reacting not just to world events, but also to the unattractive consequences of their own decisions. For example, it might be that the ICJ's development of erga omnes obligations in 1970 in Barcelona Traction, was its way of atoning for the rejection of claims in the 1966 South West Africa cases. 204 This notion of atonement is an interesting one in the context of the ILC project on disasters. The refusal to recognise or develop a general, external duty to offer assistance to disaster-stricken populations (despite there being as much, if not more basis for this than the duty not to arbitrarily refuse aid) is extremely disappointing. It is a supreme irony that while referencing the interests and needs of the most vulnerable, the ILC has managed to exclude from actually having certain claims to assistance from the international community, the most vulnerable populations. However, it is possible that by re-developing notions of vulnerability, there can be atonement for the draft Articles' shortcomings and for some rethinking before any treaty is finalised. Such re-thinking might also afford further recognition and some (tiny) atonement for the after-effects of colonialism, displaying appreciation of its ongoing relational dimensions and consequences. In the particular context of the ILC Draft Articles, such reconceptualising could not disregard the clear submissions from states, IGOs and NGOs as expressed in the consultation process. However, the suggestions offered, regarding draft Articles 7 and 9 in particular, suggest that openings exist for rethinking the textual approach of the law in this area.
Disasters have often been viewed as bitter harvests of past malign or negligent decisions. At the outset of this article, it was noted that globalisation's advent and increased notions of inter-dependence have intensified notions of mutual vulnerability. 205 This may explain keen interest from the Global North in disasters. However, such an account could be charged as simply representing a self-interested version of the relational concept and associated anxieties regarding risk contagion, rather than an enlightened understanding of how a particular constituency is implicated in producing a catastrophe. Indeed it is poignant that the outcome document of the 2012 United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development, was entitled 'The future we want'. If history and colonialism highlight the perils of reaping what you sow, perhaps now is the time to focus on further seeding the soil of legal contemplation.
